Abstract Nonlinear intcrac[ion of plane waves in a duct is investigated. The numerical and experimental results for scattcrcd difference frequency waves arc presented and compared. It is found [hat the flat frequency response of the differcrrcc frequency can be achieved. Both the dual separate sound sources and the single bifrequency sound source arc used in the experiment.
INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear interaction of sound waves is a phenomenon that is encountered both in air and underwater. It has been the subject of some interest during the last few decades, One of the practical applications of nonlinear acoustics is parametric arrays, which are widely used in underwater environment.
Although most nonlinear applications have been in water, the effects certainly exist in air. The nonlinear interaction of sound waves in air has been investigated during the past few decades. Recently, parametric arrays have been proposed for such applications in air as loudspeakers [ l] . However, practical products have not been developed, The physical relationship of finite amplitude effects to key mechanisms in these applications deserves further studies.
The purpose of this article is to present experimental results on nonlinear interaction of high intensity acoustic waves in a duct. Two kinds of sound sources are used, one is composed of two separated speaker drivers, and the other is a speaker driven by bifrequency signal. Only collinear interaction of acoustic waves is considered here.
BASIC THEORY
According to Hamilton [2] , the inhomo&eneous wave equation for the generated sum and difference frequency pressures p+ is as the following
where u := V? -c~,-za~/~tz is the d'Alembertian operator and co the small signal sound speed. P*(9) is the angledependent of nonlinearity, which can be calculated as the following (2) For an isentropic &as, B/A is replaced by (y -l), where y is the ratio of specific heats. Considering the nonlinear interaction of two collinear plane waves in a rectangular duct, taking into account of attenuation of duct wails. The generated sum and difference frequency pressures can be found as (3) where A* =-j(al +az -a*)
is a dispersion parameter. al,~j, and @ are attenuation coefficients.~=(y + I )/2, and z is the co-ordinate axis along the duct.
EXPERIMENTS
A square steel duct, which has a length of 5,4m, a wall thickness of 1.5 mm and inside cross section of 3.8 x 3.8 cmz, is used in the experiment. The cut-off frequency of this duct is 5044 Hz. To fissure progressive wave motion in the z direction. the duct is anechoicly terminated with 1.8m long foam. Two MRD 1520 compression drivers are used to generate high intensity sound waves, one of which is mounted to the end of the duct, and the other is mounted at the top wall of the duct. A 1Ainch microphone is used to measure the sound pressure along the duct.
Two type of sound source corrfigurtitions are used in the experiment--one is composed of two separate speaker drivers, [he other is one speaker drijen by a combined bifrequency signal. Figure 1 figure I (b) are from the bifrequency source. In each case, the frequencies of two primary waves are~j= 1000H7,,~z= 170Hz, both of the two primary waves have the pressure of 130dB at the source. The numerical and experimental results agree well, And there are no significant differences between the results from the two sources. Figure 2 shows the sound pressure level of the difference frequency wave from 20 to 300Hz. The solid line is obtained from the Eq. (3) by fixing the~, at 1000 Hz and varying the~z from 700 to 980Hz (z=3.5tll). The circles are the results measured at the location 3.5111 away from the source, using the bifrequency source configuration. The measured and expected results agree well. It can be seen that flat frequency response of the second w'~vcs can be obtained by adjusting the gain in low frequencies.
One of the possible applications of difference frequency waves is in the sound reproduction. If the frequencies of two primary waves are above 20 kHz., only the difference frequency waves can be audible when (he two primary ultrasonic waves interact in air. 
CONCLUSION
Theoretical and experimental results agree well. There are no significant differences between the results from the two source configurations. The flat frequency response of the second waves can be obtained by adjusting the gain in low frequencies. The theory may be used to develop new type of loudspeakers based on nonlinear interaction of intensity ultrasonic waves.
